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Abstract 

Context-aware systems can dynamically adapt to user situations to provide smarter services. In 

general, context refers to the information that can be used to characterize these situations, and context 

models are deployed to specify contextual information described in context-aware systems. However, 

even though user context is highly dynamic, existing context models either focus on modeling static 

views of context or lack appropriate design abstractions to deal with dynamic aspects and interactions 

involving contextual elements such location, time, user roles, social relationships, and changing 

preferences. Moreover, virtual environments have not been modelled by most of the existing context 

models even though online interaction is very common and popular. This thesis presents a dynamic 

user-centric context model that can be used to model the aspects of context-aware systems that are 

subject to frequent change. Four case studies are proposed to illustrate the applicability of the 

approach taken by this thesis, and they are in the domains of mobile e-healthcare, mobile commerce, 

mobile tourism, and mobile augmented reality gaming. Benefits of the proposed model include 

avoiding the development of context-aware systems from scratch, enabling future use of model-

driven approaches, and reducing implementation effort. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Context-aware systems can dynamically adapt to specific user situations to provide smarter services 

and reduce the frequency of required manual inputs. In general, context refers to any information that 

is relevant to the user and his/her surroundings. Context is defined by Abowd et al. [1]: 

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is 
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 
application, including the user and applications themselves.” 

Context-aware systems are powerful and convenient because they are able to gather information 

and act based on it with minimal user interaction. They are used in various domains such as a smart 

home [2] or office [3], museum guidance systems [4], and Web services [5]. However, context-aware 

systems also pose interesting research questions. For example, context needs to be represented 

uniformly to allow communications among different systems. The systems need to provide timely 

services while processing large amount of raw and sensor information. As well, the input data 

received may be incomplete or inconsistent, but the systems still need to behave consistently and 

robustly. For the users of context-aware systems, there is a need to preserve their privacy and the 

security of their data since various types of information are gathered about them. Lastly, there is a 

need to abstract the capabilities of context-aware systems by developing reusable components that 

reduce the implementation effort and incorporate context at higher level of abstractions. 

This research focuses on the context models deployed by context-aware systems. The benefits of 

having context models include being able to abstract and represent relevant contextual information 

used in context-aware systems. Focusing on context models also avoids the development of context-

aware systems from scratch each time a new system is needed. As well, this approach enables future 

use of model-driven approaches and reduces implementation effort. By improving the expressiveness 
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and completeness of context models, context-aware systems are able to provide more adequate and 

user-friendly services to users. 

A context-aware system’s capability to provide highly personalized and timely services has 

motivated its applications in the mobile domain. Mobile devices are usually owned by one user, and 

unlike computers they are not shared among family members. Because mobile devices are usually 

carried by users, a personalized mobile device can greatly benefit its user by providing 

comprehensive and adequate assistance based on its current situation. However, current mobile 

devices allow only a few degrees of personalization, such as changing themes and installing new 

applications. Context-aware mobile applications will be able to provide timely, personalized and 

suitable services to users and reduce the manual tasks. This thesis focuses on a dynamic and user-

centric context model that is applied to the mobile application domain. 

The rest of this chapter introduces the related areas, the problem, the approach, and the 

contributions of this thesis. 

1.1 Related Areas 
This thesis presents a context model, and the areas that are related to the model include context-aware 

systems which deploy context models, design models, and mobile applications. 

1.1.1 Context-aware systems 

Context-aware systems have been proposed in various domains ranging from application-level 

implementations to frameworks and context models. For example, the UbiqMuseum project [6] 

makes use of the Bluetooth technology to provide museum exhibit visitors with information that is 

suitable for their knowledge level and their language preference. For shoppers, SMMART [7] 

provides personalized promotions for customers close to or inside a retail store based on their 

shopping habits and preferences. CAPSIS [8] is designed to improve patient safety in the operating 

room during surgery by applying context-awareness to safety-critical systems. LoCa [9] provides a 

context-aware infrastructure that has dynamically adaptable user interface and workflow, and it can 

be used to monitor patients who are out-of-hospital in a digital home environment. Context Toolkit 

[10, 11] hides the complexity, abstracts context information, and provides building blocks to aid the 

development of context-aware applications. With a similar purpose, Vuković, Kotsovinos and 
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Robinson [12] propose a framework to compose context-aware systems rapidly based on user 

requests and current demands. 

1.1.2 Design models and context models 

Blaha and Rumbaugh define a model to be “an abstraction of something for the purpose of 

understanding it before building it” [13]. It reduces the complexity, gives an abstract view, and helps 

in understanding the problem. A model can be reused to reduce the implementation effort. This thesis 

proposes a context model design. Context model captures the relevant contextual information to be 

considered in context-aware systems, and it provides a way to structure the contextual information. A 

contextual element needs to be considered in the model for the context-aware system to support 

related functions. The contextual information can be categorized into different dimensions, such as 

social relationships, user roles, location, time, and environments. These dimensions can be seen as the 

fundamental primitive elements in a context model. 

1.1.3 Mobile applications 

A mobile application is the software application running on a handheld mobile device, and it may 

provide basic functionality, such as calling and texting, or more advance functionality, such as 

gaming, streaming video and browsing the Web. The case studies in this thesis are about some types 

of mobile applications including mobile e-healthcare, mobile commerce, mobile tourism, and mobile 

augmented reality gaming. 

The benefits of deploying computer-based systems and digitizing data have motivated the health 

industry to develop health systems that replace the traditional paper-based approach. For healthcare 

professionals, e-healthcare systems allow them to access the patient records electronically, and 

mobile e-healthcare systems provide this accessibility anytime and anywhere. 

Mobile commerce enables business related activities such as transactions and advertisements to be 

performed through mobile devices with Internet connectivity. For example, a user may purchase 

items or receive promotions through their mobile devices. It provides customers or subscribers with 

anytime-anywhere shopping experiences. 

Mobile tourism enables richer and more personalized tour experiences by providing extra 

information and services related to attraction sites through mobile devices. For example, mobile 
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devices may provide navigation help, information on the historical background of an attraction site, 

and recommendations for dining. 

Augmented reality connects the physical and the virtual world by superimposing virtual objects on 

top of the real environment. A user sees that the virtual and the real objects coexisting at the same 

time [14]. The advances in hardware enable the deployment of augmented reality applications on 

mobile devices [15], and this approach has made augmented reality applications affordable and easily 

accessible. A mobile augmented reality game provides players a different flavour of gaming world in 

which the physical and the virtual environments are seamlessly connected through mobile devices. 

Moreover, the mobility aspect provides an extra dimension to the game. Players can enjoy both the 

mobility and the fantasy at the same time, and they experience both the physical and the virtual 

environments together as well. 

Some mobile applications are context-aware. They range over various domains such as language 

learning [16, 17], social recommender systems [18], and tour guiding [19-21]. Location context has 

been widely used by mobile applications [22, 23], and other contextual elements are starting to 

become popular to provide more personalized functionality. For example, CAESAR [18] makes use 

of social networks. The context-aware browser [24] makes use of user preferences, location, and 

activity. Ogata and Yano [17] propose to make use of role context to help foreigners learn Japanese 

polite expressions. The shift from location awareness to context awareness provides users with more 

powerful user-centric context-aware mobile applications that assist users’ lives and work more 

adequately. 

1.2 Problem Statement 
The problems that have motivated the proposed design can be summarized as the need of context 

models that consider dynamic context interactions, user contexts, virtual environments and mobility. 

Context is highly dynamic and is constantly subject to change. A change in one contextual element 

may propagate to other contextual elements. These changes are the dynamic interactions between 

contextual elements. For example, after a user arrives at work during work hours, the role of the user 

changes. In addition, the user may have a different set of preferences related to the new role. In order 

for context-aware systems to adapt to highly dynamic user situations, context models need to capture 

the dynamic interactions between contextual elements. However, the dynamic interactions between 
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contextual elements have not been fully represented by the existing context models which often focus 

on modeling static associations among different contextual elements. In the existing context models, 

there is a lack of appropriate design abstractions to deal with dynamic aspects and interactions 

involving contextual elements such as location, time, user roles, preferences, and social relationships. 

Context-aware systems need to assist users and provide user-friendly and suitable services by 

adapting to users’ current situations. However, most of the current context models focus on 

contextual elements related to underlying devices and network implementation infrastructures. Users 

need to be the main focus to provide appropriate help. The existing context models lack abstractions 

to model user context, especially in roles, preferences, and social relationships. 

The advancement and prevalence of the Internet and personal computing and communication 

devices have made online interaction very popular and easily accessible. People can access the 

Internet anywhere and anytime through various devices such as computers and mobile devices. We 

can also collaborate over great distances through the Internet using means such as video conferencing. 

A user may be situated in the physical and the virtual environments at the same time. However, 

current context models focus more on physical environments and locations. There is a lack of 

abstractions that model virtual environments.  

Applying context-awareness to mobile applications will benefit users by providing them with 

personalized and timely services suitable to their current situations. However, current context models 

have not been widely applied to the mobile application domain. 

1.3 Proposed Approach 
This thesis proposes a general context model instead of a domain specific model. The four case 

studies instantiate the general model to specific mobile application domains, and they show the 

applicability and different aspects of the model. These case studies also illustrate that the context 

model is able to support the new trend of context-aware systems. 

The context model reflects the dynamic interactions among contextual elements by modeling the 

association between them. Dynamic associations such as influence and enable are used to capture the 

changes triggered by changes in other contextual elements. 
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This thesis focuses on a user-centric context model. The context model considers the dynamic 

interactions among fundamental contextual elements as well as three essential user context elements 

which are user roles, preferences, and social relationships. Each user has a set of roles and 

preferences. One of the roles would be the dominant role at one point in time, and this role would take 

precedence over other roles. One set of the preferences would be the dominant set at one point in 

time. For social relationships, the context model considers the users involved in the relationship as 

well as related contextual information such as common interest and location. Context-aware systems 

will be able to provide more adequate recommendations and services by considering extra 

information related to social relationships. The context model also takes into account the changing 

virtual environments that occur when users engage in online interactions and video conferencing. 

1.4 Contributions 
In this thesis, by surveying existing context-aware systems, a new dynamic user-centric mobile 

context model is developed and evaluated, and the model increases the expressiveness of existing 

context models and captures dynamic interactions among contextual elements such as tasks, roles, 

groups, and physical and virtual environments. The context model focuses on high level context-

related abstractions. The model reflects the dynamic nature of context-aware systems and supports 

user-centric approaches. Four case studies which apply the context model to the mobile domains 

illustrate the usefulness and applicability of the context model. 

The contributions of this thesis include the following: 

 A survey of existing context aware systems; 

 The proposal of a dynamic user-centric context model; and 

 The presentation of four case studies in the mobile application domain that illustrate the 

applicability and usefulness of the approach. 

Existing surveys in context-aware systems mostly focus on the architecture and application levels. 

The survey conducted in this work focuses on the context models, and it provides new insights into 

context-aware systems through a detailed look at fundamental contextual elements in context models 

and functionality of context-aware systems. The survey contributes a fundamental element and a 
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functionality classification frameworks as well as comparisons of existing context-aware systems 

against the proposed classification frameworks. 

The existing context models have focused more on modelling the static associations among 

contextual elements and system related contexts. There is a need for abstractions that model dynamic 

interactions between contextual elements and user context in context-aware systems. Even though 

online interactions are very common and popular in people’s daily lives, virtual environments have 

not been modelled by most of the existing context models. The context model of this thesis considers 

dynamic interactions among contextual elements, and it focuses on three user contexts specifically 

roles, preferences, and social relationships. The model also incorporates virtual environments to 

represent the online interactions. The contributions of the context model include abstractions to model 

user contexts, virtual environments, and the dynamic interactions between these contextual elements. 

Four case studies in different mobile application domains illustrate the usefulness and applicability 

of the context model. These case studies are in the domain of mobile e-healthcare, mobile commerce, 

mobile tourism and mobile augmented reality gaming. The case studies show the dynamic 

interactions modelled in the user-centric context model. They also present new types of context-aware 

mobile applications that provide personalized and adequate assistance to users. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 
The structure of this thesis is as following. Chapter 2 of this thesis presents the context models related 

to the model. Chapter 3 presents a survey of existing context-aware systems, and the survey examines 

the existing context models as well as the functionality provided by existing context-aware systems. 

Chapter 4 introduces the proposed dynamic user-centric context model with class diagrams to show 

the design as well as sequence diagrams to show the dynamic behaviour. Chapter 5 presents four case 

studies to illustrate the design further and show the potential new applications. Chapter 6 concludes 

this thesis and proposes future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

Context models represent an abstract view of contextual information in context-aware systems, and 

have been proposed for various domains including smart campus [25], learning [26] and pervasive 

services [27]. In terms of approaches taken to describe context models, the data structure used ranges 

from simple key-value pairs [28] to object-oriented [29, 30] and ontology-based approaches [27, 31]. 

This chapter presents context models that are related to specific aspects of the proposed context 

model. However, the proposed dynamic user-centric context model is different from the existing 

context models in that it considers the mobility of users and captures the dynamic interactions 

involving user contexts and virtual environments. The details of the context-aware systems mentioned 

in this chapter will be included in Chapter 3. 

2.1 Mobile Contextual Elements and Mobile Context 
Models 
The benefits brought by applying context-awareness to mobile application domains have motivated 

the research in context-aware mobile systems. However, most of the existing context models that are 

applied to the mobile domain are limited to their specific applications. 

MIcontext [32] considers various types of contextual elements for mobile application design. Even 

though many types of contextual elements are proposed, this work stays at the conceptual level and 

details of the work are not provided. Moreover, it does not consider the associations between 

contextual elements. This thesis shows the details of the context model through class and sequence 

diagrams. Furthermore, the context model in this thesis considers the associations and the dynamic 

interactions between contextual elements to model the highly dynamic nature of context-aware 
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systems. Each of the case studies instantiates part of the model to illustrate the usage of the model 

further. 

SBCA [33] proposes a context ontology for mobile devices, and its interface is able to adapt to the 

user’s current activity. However, SBCA focuses on modeling the sensor level contextual elements 

such as sound intensity, light intensity, and frequency of users’ movements. The proposed approach 

in this thesis focuses on high-level user contexts, such as social relationships. 

CAMob [34] is a mobile handheld system that is designed for the communication and collaboration 

between healthcare professionals in the hospital environment. In the hospital environment, a doctor 

may not know the identity of the next checkup nurse, and the next checkup nurse is known by his/her 

role. Thus, CAMob includes user roles to facilitate the communication and collaboration process. 

However, other contextual elements such as social networks and preferences are not considered. The 

proposed model in this thesis incorporates the role context as well as other user context elements to 

enable more application domains and provide more comprehensive help. 

Murshid [35] is a context-aware tour guiding mobile application. One of the functions provided is 

allowing tourists to bookmark and share their findings with specific groups of users. According to 

one’s interest Murshid may provide this information to the user. Even though user preferences are 

taken into consideration when suggesting potentially locations that the user may be interested, the 

recommendation module could provide more adequate suggestions by considering more contextual 

elements. For example, by modelling social relationships and other users, the system will be able to 

provide recommendations based on comments from people on the user’s social networks. The 

proposed approach in this thesis models user context such as user preferences, roles, and social 

relationships to enable richer user experiences. 

2.2 Dynamic Context Models 
The context of a user is highly dynamic and is changing at every second. The change of one 

contextual element may propagate to other contextual elements. Even though, it is essential to model 

these dynamic interactions, most of the existing context models have not explicitly modelled them. 

In SOCAM [36], these dynamic interactions between contextual elements are classified as 

dependencies between associations. Associations describe relationships between contextual elements. 

However, the dependencies considered by SOCAM focus mainly on sensor-based contextual 
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elements such as location and weather conditions. For example, whether an activity is feasible 

depends on the user’s current location, whether the user has the required materials, and the weather 

condition. Another example is that what a user is engaged in depends on his location and the status of 

the object with which he is interacting.  

GraphicalCM [30] also considers the dependencies between associations, but the dependencies 

considered by GraphicalCM only relate to location context. Even though both SOCAM and 

GraphicalCM consider the dynamic interactions between contextual elements, they have not 

explicitly shown these interactions for user context. 

2.3 User-Centric Context Models 
Most context-aware systems have focused on system and location context while providing partial 

support for user context [37]. SOUPA [31] is an ontology designed to support pervasive applications, 

and it models intelligent agents and other relevant information. SOUPA includes user context such as 

beliefs, desires, intentions, and background information. Even though SOUPA is one of the most 

comprehensive context models, it does not model dynamic context changes and interactions. 

CoDAMoS [38] is an ontology for creating context-aware computing infrastructures, and it models 

user preferences and roles. However, it does not model the dynamic interactions between these 

elements. The approach in this thesis focuses on three user contexts, namely user preferences, roles, 

and social relationships as well as the dynamic interactions between these contextual elements. 

In terms of modelling social relationships, COMANTO [27] and SOUPA [31] model a social 

relationship as a relationship involving two individuals. U-Learning [26] models social profiles that 

include friends and their expertise. However, social relationships should take into consideration the 

dynamic aspect of user interactions and include additional model elements such as location and 

common interests. The proposed context model considers user context, such as roles, preferences, and 

social relationships as well as attributes such as interest and background that are in a social 

relationship. 

5W1H [39-41] proposes a user-centric context model that represents contextual information 

through six categories, namely who, where, when, what, how and why. The user profile, preferences 

and tasks are modelled. In contrast to the proposed model, 5W1H does not support dynamic 

interactions involving roles and social relationships. 
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2.4 Modelling Virtual Environments 
Even though various forms of virtual environments have become part of people’s daily lives, most 

context models do not consider the possibility of virtual environments and focus on modeling the 

physical environment instead. Examples of physical environment related properties include weather 

conditions, movement and light level. Virtual environment refers to an environment where objects 

may not have a physical presence. Online gaming, video conference, and a wireless network are 

examples of virtual environments.  

XCM [42] defines a virtual environment as a social environment. An entity in a social environment 

refers to the capability of belonging to a social structure. For example, a person may belong to a 

soccer team. However, there is little support for online interactions and virtual environments that may 

be restricted by specific locations or regions. For example, a hospital network that a user can only 

access when he is close to or inside the hospital building is a virtual environment that is restricted to a 

specific region. 

2.5 Conclusion 
Most of the existing context models that are applied to mobile domains are limited to specific 

applications. In contrast, the approach taken in this thesis aims at providing a generic context model 

which takes mobility and user context into considerations, and is not limited to specific applications. 

Moreover, most of the existing context models have not captured the dynamic interactions between 

contextual elements. Some of the models that consider dependencies focus on location and sensory 

level contexts. The proposed approach models the dynamic interactions through dependencies 

between contextual elements. The context model captures the dynamic aspect of user context as well. 

Furthermore, most of the existing context models often focus on contextual elements related to 

devices and networks. However, since context-aware systems need to adapt to user context to provide 

better services, user context should be considered in depth. The model in this thesis includes user 

context, especially preferences, roles, and social relationships. Finally, even though online 

interactions are popular and common, the current context models focus heavily on the physical 

environment. The model considers both physical and virtual environments. In conclusion, the 

dynamic user-centric context model in this thesis is different from all the related work just described 

in that the model includes dynamic interactions among user context and virtual environments. 
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Chapter 3 

Context-Aware Systems 

Most of the research efforts on surveying context-aware systems have focused on the application and 

architectural levels. This chapter considers context-aware systems from the perspective of higher-

level abstractions, especially in context models and the functionality of context-aware systems. Most 

of the existing work surveys context models in terms of their data structure, and only a few take a 

look at the primitives in the context models. The focus of this survey is on the identification of 

primitive contextual elements rather than the data structure or language that implements the model. In 

the rest of this chapter, the phrase fundamental element will be used to represent the primitives in 

context models and the word formalism will be used to represent the data structure of context models. 

Context should be considered at the modelling level to avoid starting from scratch every time a 

system is going to be built, and other benefits include enabling the model driven approach to generate 

code automatically as well as reducing the implementation effort. Following the same principle of 

viewing context-aware systems at higher level of abstractions, this chapter surveys context-aware 

systems from a functional point of view. The research community has focused extensively on 

different architectural components in the systems. However, this chapter is more interested in a 

system’s functionality than in its structure. 

The contributions of this survey include a context model classification framework based on the 

fundamental elements, an illustration of how higher level context can be derived from these 

fundamental elements, a functionality classification framework for context-aware systems, and a 

comparison of existing context-aware systems against the proposed classification frameworks. The 

approach taken in this survey avoids having a large set of elements in the context model and provides 

the ability to create higher level context by combining different fundamental elements. The results of 

this survey suggest comprehensive fundamental element and functionality classification frameworks 

for context-aware systems as well as future research directions to improve the state-of-the-art of 
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context-aware systems. The gaps in the existing works have motivated the development of a dynamic 

user-centric context model that considers mobility and dynamic interactions involving user context 

and virtual environments. 

Part of the result in this chapter has been published in [43]. 

3.1 Existing Surveys 
On surveying context-aware systems, the research community has done an extensive amount of work. 

Hong, Suh, and Kim [44] have classified 237 articles on context-aware systems from the architecture 

perspective and the research focus using their proposed context-aware system classification 

framework. In contrast, the focus of this survey is specifically on a classification framework for 

fundamental elements in context models and functionality of context-aware systems. 

Krummenacher and Strang [45] evaluate ontology-based context models using context modelling 

criteria and ontology engineering criteria to identify the challenges and benefits of the current 

approaches. The context modelling criteria evaluates the applicability of the model, traceability, 

history, quality, inference, and incompleteness of input data. The ontology engineering criteria 

evaluate the reusability of the ontology, granularity of the concepts, consistency of the ontological 

content, and the formalism used to describe the ontology. Their work provides a classification based 

on the functionality and the ontology itself. However, more functionality such as context acquisition 

and service discovery can be studied. The authors also do not discuss the fundamental elements in the 

ontology. 

Baldauf et al. [46] survey context-aware systems from various aspects such as architecture, 

resource discovery, context model, context processing, historical context data, and security to provide 

suggestions and insights on improving context-aware systems. In the context model section, the 

formalisms used by the context models are surveyed. The approach taken by Baldauf et al. focuses 

more on the functionality of the context-aware systems, and fundamental elements are not discussed. 

This survey studies the functionality in more detail by proposing more functionality such as context 

adaptation, and the fundamental element classification is more comprehensive because both 

relationships and representations of location and time are included. 

While both Krummenacher et al. and Baldauf et al. focus more on the functionality of context-

aware systems, Bolchini et al. [47] place a stronger emphasis on context models. Bolchini et al. 
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classify context models from the data-oriented perspective by considering whether each model is able 

to filter irrelevant data. The context models are classified into five categories depending on the 

aspects that are modelled, the representation features, and context management and usage. The five 

categories are context as a matter of channel-device-presentation, location and environment, user 

activity, agreement and sharing, and selecting relevant data, functionality and services. The aspects 

that are modelled represent the different dimensions of context such as space, time, and user profile. 

The representation features are the characteristics of the formalism used such as the level of formality 

and flexibility. The context management and usage describe the way context is managed and used 

such as ambiguity and incompleteness management. However, the survey in this chapter provides 

more breadth by surveying more dimensions such as communication channel and environment as well 

as more depth by providing both relationships and representations of location and time. The result 

enables a more specific classification framework. In terms of the functionality of context-aware 

systems, this chapter surveys more functionality such as service discovery as well as privacy and 

security.  

Ye et al. [48] evaluate the ontology-based context models based on three aspects, the proposed 

ontology design principles, fundamental elements and themes in pervasive computing. The goal is to 

identify problems of ontology-based models for future usage of these models. For context model, the 

previously described work by Bolchini et al. surveys only three elements, space, time and user profile, 

but Ye et al. include location, person/agent, time and activity. The focus of Ye et al. is the modelling 

of these four elements, but other dimensions such as environment are not mentioned. This survey 

contributes because of the wider dimensions surveyed and the ability to derive higher level context 

such as social relationships. From that perspective, this survey is different from all of the related work 

just described. 

3.2 Classification Framework 
The classification framework contains two parts: the fundamental element classification framework 

for the contextual elements in context models as well as the functionality classification framework for 

services and attributes of context-aware systems. Context models specify the relevant contextual 

information and the formalism used to structure the information. Context has several dimensions such 

as location, time, social networks, and environments, and these dimensions can be seen as 
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categorizations of the fundamental elements in the context models. The fundamental element 

classification framework proposes the primitive elements in context models, and more complex or 

abstract context can be constructed from these basic primitives. The functionality classification 

framework proposes possible functions of context-aware systems. 

3.2.1 Fundamental element classification framework 

The fundamental element classification framework in this section categorizes the elements in the 

context models into five categories: entity, communication channel/network, environment, location 

and time. Table 1 summarizes the fundamental element classification framework. 

Entity 

Entities represent the parties involved in context-aware systems, and it can be a user, a device, or a 

service provider. 

User represents the person who uses the system or application. A user profile is often used to 

record static or basic information about the user. User preferences can be anything from food to 

device and network preferences. For example, a user may prefer French food over Chinese food, and 

the context-aware system should take this into considerations when deciding what to suggest for 

dinner in another city. Some examples of preferences related to the device are the font and colour on 

the mobile device. User task is the activities in which a user is currently engaged. For example, the 

user may be dining, having meetings or sending emails. 

Device represents a computational artifact interacting with a user. A device has three aspects: 

hardware, software and interface. The hardware represents the physical aspect of a device, and it can 

have features or limitations such as processing power, battery life, and memory size. The software 

represents the programs or applications running on the device. A device also has interfaces to interact 

with users through its input channel, such as a keyboard, and output channel, such as a display. 
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Context 
Model 

Entity 

User 
Preference   
Task   
Profile   

Device 

Hardware 
Processing Power 
Battery Life 
Memory Size 

Software   

Interface 
Input 
Output 

Service Provider 

Agent   
API   
Application   
Profile   

Communication 
Channel/Network 

Wireless 
Wi-Fi   
Bluetooth   

Wired Cable   

Environment 
Physical     
Virtual     

Location 

Representation 
Exact Coordinate   
Region   
Symbolic   

Relationship 
Physical 

Near 
Orientation 

Spatial 
Containment 
Adjacency 

Time 

Representation 
Exact Point   
Duration   
Symbolic   

Relationship Temporal 
Before 
After 
Overlap 

Table 1 Fundamental element classification framework 

Service provider represents an entity that provides services. A profile may be used to record the 

static information. In a scenario of synchronizing a patient’s blood sugar level with a designated 

hospital, the user’s device needs to synchronize the readings with the hospital server software. In this 

case, the hospital server software is a service provider, and the service being provided can be deciding 
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whether to notify the doctor or log the data depending on the blood sugar level. A service provider 

can be an agent, an API (Application Programming Interface) or an application. An agent represents a 

computational object that acts as if it is a human with a goal and a desire to provide services. When a 

device is interacting with more complex systems such as trading systems or when querying 

information from other devices, it may be interacting with agents. In the hospital scenario, the device 

or user may be interacting with an API of the server software, and the API provides functions that can 

be used by the device. A system can also be an application. 

Communication channel/network 

A communication channel or network represents how entities communicate with each other. The 

entity can communicate through a wireless or wired network. A wireless network can be radio, Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth or other methods that do not require a physical connection. The wired network is the 

channel which requires a physical medium for entities to communicate such as DSL or USB 

connection. Channels may have properties such as bandwidth and network delay. 

Environment 

Environment represents the surroundings of a user, and it can be either physical or virtual. Physical 

environment is the physical world in which the user is currently situated, and objects have a physical 

presence and location. A virtual environment is a world where objects do not necessarily have a 

physical presence. For example, a video conference does not happen in a physical space but rather a 

virtual environment. However, the user is sitting in a physical world. Virtual reality is another 

example where a person is in a virtual environment and everything the person sees does not have a 

physical presence.  

Location 

Location represents where the entity is, and it comprises the representations of and the relationships 

among objects or locations. 

Representation is how a location can be modelled. It can be exact geographic coordinates, a region 

or a symbolic location. Exact coordinates are suitable for machine processing. One example of an 

exact coordinate is a GPS point consisting of longitude and latitude. Location can also be represented 

as a region such as a city or a country. In contrast to exact coordinates, symbolic representation of 

locations is better understood by human users. For example, a symbolic location can be Sarah’s place 
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or the university stadium. An address of a location is an interesting example. It has the property of 

both a symbolic location and an exact coordinate. For example, an address of a camping site usually 

does not mean much to us, but a home address can be a symbolic representation of the home’s 

geographic location. 

Relationship can be physical or spatial. The physical relationship is the relative position between 

entities or between location and entities such as near people or near a city. The spatial relationship is 

the relationship between locations such as containment and adjacency. For example, Toronto is within 

or contained in Canada. 

Time 

Time represents the temporal aspect, and it comprises the representations of and the relationships 

between times. 

Representation is how time can be modelled, and it can be an exact point, a duration or a symbolic 

time. Exact point represents a very precise point in time which may not always be meaningful to 

humans. For example, the phone rang 5377 milliseconds ago. Duration represents a continuous 

segment of time. For example, the meeting lasted from 9am to 11am. A symbolic time is usually the 

human understandable time representation such as morning and next year. If a model can represent 

both the duration and the symbolic time, then a meeting which starts in the morning and finishes at 

noon can be represented. Moreover, the notion of “the phone rang 5377 milliseconds ago” can be 

represented as “the phone just rang.” 

Relationship is the temporal relationship. The temporal relationship describes the relationship of 

two points in time or two durations which can then be used to represent the temporal relationship of 

two activities or events. The temporal relationship can be before, after or overlap. For example, the 

course project meeting is after the class or the course project meeting time overlaps with the class 

time. 

3.2.2 Derived context 

The fundamental element classification framework enables us to derive more complex context from 

fundamental elements in context models. Social relationship is one of the most popular and frequent 

contexts being modelled. In SOCAM [36, 49] and COMANTO [27, 50], a social relationship is 

modelled as a person-to-person relationship. By grouping two user entities together, the fundamental 
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element classification framework can also represent the relationship between them as the social 

relationship. Moreover, social relationships can be based on location, job, school or interest groups. 

For example, social network websites allow users to create and join networks based on the schools 

they attend. Thus, social relationships can also be represented as the relationship between users and 

locations, and interest groups can be represented as relationship between users and virtual 

environments. 

In COMANTO, the agenda is characterized as belonging to one person, and the agenda includes 

activities. The activity is then characterized by having a start time and end time and involving a 

physical object, location and person. Thus, COMANTO models an agenda using activities which then 

involve time, physical object, location and person. By this approach, agenda can be modelled by 

grouping these different elements together. An activity can take place in a physical environment as 

well as a virtual environment. For example, if the scheduled event is happening over the Internet such 

as a video conference, then it will be a virtual meeting. For a virtual meeting, the physical location 

may not be important. In another case, several people may be having the conference meeting with 

another group of people. In this case, both the physical and the virtual environments matter, and the 

approach proposed can incorporate the change by adding more elements to it. This approach is very 

flexible as it supports the generation of higher level context from fundamental elements. 

3.2.3 Functionality classification framework 

The functionality classification framework classifies context-aware systems from a system’s 

functional perspective and contains five categories: system communication, system capability, 

representation, service, and privacy and security. Table 2 summarizes the functionality classification 

framework. 

System communication 

System communication is concerned with how context-aware systems communicate, and includes 

distribution, event-based and mobile communications. This survey considers whether system 

components are dispersed or centralized. The system may also use synchronous or asynchronous 

communications among components. Context is highly dynamic in nature, and users and their devices 

are highly mobile. They may enter and exit the system frequently, so mobility need to be incorporated 
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to provide a smooth transition. Context-aware systems should also consider the fact that users and 

their devices may move around within the service area. 

Context-Aware 
System Functionality 

System Communication 
Distributed 
Event-Based 
Mobile 

System Capability 

Context Acquisition 
Context Retrieval 
Context Storage 
History/Logging 
Learning 
Quality Management 

Service Service Adaptation 
Service Discovery 

Uniform Context Representation  
Privacy & Security  

Table 2 Functionality classification framework 

System capability 

System capabilities define the functions the system can perform on the parameters that describe the 

context. 

Context acquisition: Context-aware systems may be able to capture context through sensors or 

through communication with other information sources. For example, a mobile device may not have 

GPS capability, but it may still infer a user’s location based on the user’s calendar or other GPS-

enabled devices in the neighborhood. 

Context retrieval and context storage: Once the system gathers context-related information, the 

survey examines whether that system provides the functions of context retrieval and context storage. 

Context retrieval allows users or other systems to query the collected contextual information, and 

context storage refers to the ability to store the collected contextual information. 

History/logging, reasoning, and learning: Simply storing the contextual information is not enough 

to support smarter services so the survey examines a system’s ability to process contextual data. The 

processes include logging, reasoning, and learning. History/logging stores previous actions taken by 

users which can be logged for future use or user habit analysis. Reasoning is concerned with whether 

the system is able to use the collected contextual information to map low-level information to 
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symbolic contextual information or to deduce higher level information. An example of the former 

type of reasoning is mapping an exact coordinate to a symbolic location such as an address. An 

example of the latter is that the system may be able to determine that the user is in a room where a 

presentation is in progress so the cell phone should be switched to silent mode. Based on the logged 

data or reasoning, the system may be able to learn. For example, whenever the user enters a room 

which has a meeting in progress or where the next event is a meeting, the user turns the volume of the 

cell phone down. The system may learn the behavior and reduce the volume automatically for the 

user. 

Quality management: Depending on how the context is captured, the information might be 

incomplete, ambiguous, conflicting or missing. In these cases, the system should have basic quality 

management to be stable and perform robustly. 

Service adaptation and discovery 

This survey examines whether the service provided to users can adapt to different situations. For 

example, the device may adjust the screen brightness, font size or color depending on the room 

lighting or the screen size of the device. This survey also examines whether the context-aware system 

advertises its services so a new device coming into the service area can discover what type of services 

or resources are available. 

Uniform context representation 

Significant effort is needed to be expended on integration so that systems work seamlessly together. 

The survey examines if the system provides a uniform knowledge representation scheme such as an 

ontology to describe the contextual information so several systems can easily communicate. 

Privacy and security 

As the system gets smarter, a larger amount of user data is needed to create tailored services. 

However, users need to have control over what information is shared and with whom including 

service providers and how long the information should be kept. This survey examines if the system 

provides privacy and security options for the users so they have control over their information. 
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3.3 Context-aware System Classification 
In total, 22 context-aware systems are surveyed, and the survey compares them against the 

classification frameworks to gain more insight into the state-of-the-art of context-aware systems. 

3.3.1 Context-aware systems 

This section first introduces the systems classified by giving their system descriptions and stating 

their target problems. Some of the systems were not named by the original authors and this survey 

describes them as: ConceptualCM [51], GraphicalCM [30], SBCA [33, 52], MIContext[32] and 

CAMob [34]. 

CSCP [53] 

The aim of the Comprehensive Structured Context Profiles (CSCP) is to provide a common format 

for representing contextual information. The context is represented as session profiles which model 

device, network and user information. 

SOCAM [36, 49]/CONON [54] 

The Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware (SOCAM) architecture is developed to build 

context-aware systems quickly, and it aims to provide efficient context acquisition, discovery, 

interpretation and access. SOCAM proposes a dual-layer ontology inspired by CONON. The upper 

ontology defines high-level abstractions such as location, person and activity. The lower ontology 

defines domain-specific abstractions such as TV, food preference of a person, and entry in an indoor 

space. The domain specific ontology can be dynamically loaded and swapped to reduce the 

processing overhead. In this approach, the required context knowledge is reduced to the upper 

ontology, and the domain-specific ontology can be dynamically bound. The SOCAM architecture can 

translate sensed context to higher abstractions, and it provides functions such as interpretation, 

storage, and location services. The classification results are based on both the generic ontology and 

the sample domain specific ontology. 

COMANTO [27, 50] 

The COntext MAnagement oNTOlogy (COMANTO) strives to be generic and supports the sharing, 

synchronization, and collaboration of context knowledge. The context ontology defines abstractions 
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such as person, place, preference, service and time. The Context Management System (CMS) is a 

middleware which makes use of the DAIDALOS pervasive service platform and COMANTO to 

enable context acquisition, storage, management and dissemination.  

CoBrA [25] 

The Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA) is an agent-based infrastructure that aims to help agents 

acquire, reason, and share context knowledge in a smart meeting room system on a university 

campus. The CoBrA Ontology describes the following four concepts and the properties among them: 

places, agents, agent location context and agent activity context. Places represent the physical 

locations on a university campus, and agents represent software or human agents. Agent location 

context describes the location of an agent. Agent activity context describes the activities the agent 

participants. The context broker is the center of the architecture, and it manages a shared context 

model among other components in the architecture. They are the context knowledge base, context 

reasoning engine, context acquisition module, and privacy management module. 

SOUPA [31] 

Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications (SOUPA) is designed to support 

knowledge sharing and context reasoning as well as to achieve interoperability in ubiquitous and 

pervasive applications. This ontology includes vocabulary representing an intelligent agent’s context 

such as its beliefs, desires and intentions in the ubiquitous world. SOUPA ontology consists of the 

SOUPA Core and the SOUPA Extension. The SOUPA Core specifies the generic vocabulary such as 

agent, time and space. The SOUPA Extension defines the domain specific vocabulary such as 

documents and location. 

U-Learning [26] 

U-Learning proposes a context model to describe and acquire contextual information specifically for 

a Web learning-environment. The model defines context from both the learner and the learning 

content’s perspectives. For the learner, context is the environment that affects how the learner 

discovers and accesses Web learning content. The learner ontology defines learner profile, preference, 

Quality of Web Services profile (QoWS), and environment. From the perspective of the learning 

content, context is the surrounding that affects the delivery and presentation of Web content. In the 
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content ontology, four different types of metadata are defined to support semantic representation at 

different levels. 

ASC [5, 55] 

The Aspect-Scale-Context (ASC) model is a very general way to view context. It defines three core 

concepts: aspect, scale and contextual information. Aspect can be seen as one category or domain of 

contextual information, scale as one dimension or measurement unit, and the contextual information 

as the real value of the context. For example, if the aspect is spatial distance, then scale can be meter 

or kilometer and contextual information can be 10. The ASC model also defines IntraOperation and 

InterOperations for translating between scales in the same or different aspects. A MetricOperation 

allows comparison between contextual information based on implementation details. The 

classification is based on the sample basic aspect, scale, and contextual information provided. Strang 

et al. [5] apply the ASC model to Web services to describe facts and relationships, and they focus 

more on the context-provider domain in the sample application. The ASC model is described using 

the Context Ontology Language (CoOL) which combines three ontology languages: OWL, 

DAML+OIL, and F-Logic. By using several ontology languages, the developers can choose the 

language that is most natural to their applications. 

GLOSS [56, 57] 

The GLObal Smart Space (GLOSS) provides location-aware services to support the interactions 

among people, artifacts and places on both the global and local scales. "Where" is used to define 

places and any geo-spatial concepts. The location-aware services include the detection, delivery, 

storage and exploitation of location information. On the global scale, the architecture makes use of 

peer-to-peer architecture with hierarchical nodes. Pipelines are used for local event delivery. GLOSS 

is different from other systems surveyed in that its focus is on location context only. 

MAIS [58] 

The Multichannel Adaptive Information Systems (MAIS) project studies adaptive information 

systems at all levels from application to network and device. The MAIS architecture aims at 

supporting adaptation at all levels for distributed systems. This survey will only classify the elements 

in the reference model which are designed to be used during e-service invocation because the details 

are not discussed fully in the paper referenced. The reference model considers e-services from the 
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perspectives of service provision and actor context. The service-provision perspective describes the 

functions of e-services such as the description of service provider and the functions provided. The 

actor context describes the user characteristics such as preferences and expertise. 

HyperAudio [4, 59] 

HyperAudio is a location-aware adaptive-system designed to be a museum guide, and it can adapt to 

individual visitors based on their profile, preferences and locations in the museum. It has the 

knowledge of the physical organization of the museum. It can also interpret users’ interactions, record 

the history of the users’ locations and information, and decide on the content to present. HyperAudio 

considers the location context and the visitor's background information to provide personalized 

services. 

ConceptualCM [51] 

ConceptualCM is a framework which provides an ontological foundation model and a runtime-

infrastructure model. In the ontological foundation, context as a whole is viewed as a process and is 

modelled as acyclic state graphs. Each node denotes one particular context and the edge denotes a 

condition of context change. Each context is characterized by a set of entities, roles assigned to 

entities, relationships between entities, and situations. The runtime-infrastructure model provides 

context-aware system-architecture for supporting essential services, such as sensing, providing 

symbolic observables, communicating between application and infrastructure, privacy, and trust. 

Moreover, the authors comment that system adaptation and context acquisition are essential to 

providing useful and usable services.  

CoDAMoS [38, 60] 

The Context-Driven Adaptation of Mobile Service (CoDAMoS) project proposes an extensible 

context ontology which aims at addressing challenging issues, such as application adaptation, 

mobility, service discovery, and content adaptation in ambient intelligence. The ontology describes 

four basic entities: user, environment, platform, and service. 

GraphicalCM [30]  

GraphicalCM is an object-based context model. The main concepts of the model are entities, 

attributes, and the associations between entities. Entities can be physical or conceptual objects such as 
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a person or communication channel. Entities have attributes such as the name of a person or the 

identifier of a communication channel. The associations are the links from one entity to its properties 

or other entities. An example is the entity ‘person’ located near the entity ‘device’. GraphicalCM also 

distinguishes between different types of associations, and it models dependency and context quality. 

The sample scenario is built around people, communication devices and communication channels.  

SBCA [33, 52] 

The mobile device sensor-based context awareness (SBCA) framework enables real-time context 

recognition in an uncertain environment. It also supports the development of context-aware mobile 

applications by abstracting sensor inputs to a higher-level context. The ontology in the framework 

focuses on the contextual information gathered by sensors such as physical environment, device 

position, and the user's movement. The framework is able to recognize high-level context using a 

naïve Bayes classifier even with uncertain and noisy contextual information input. The sample 

application is able to change the font size, screen brightness and content based on user activity and 

light level in the surroundings. 

OwlSrv [61] 

OwlSrv is a prototype context-aware system that provides storage, inference and query of contextual 

information. A Web based calendar is provided as the client application. The ontology proposed 

focuses more on location modelling. The authors propose to model social relationship and schedules. 

The work seems to be at an early stage, and the paper referenced presents the experimental work. 

Perceptual components [62] 

The ontology is derived from what the system is able to sense and process as well as user tasks. 

Context is viewed from both system and user perspectives. User context is characterized by roles and 

relations. The key for the design of the architecture is that context-aware systems need to be able to 

sense the surroundings. The system gets data from the low-level sensors. The process in the system 

that transforms or interprets the sensory data is called an observational process. The architecture is 

based on a dynamically assembled federation of observational processes. This architecture allows the 

system to recognize entities such as eyes or faces from the observables. 
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GAS [63] 

The Gadgetware Architectural Style (GAS) Ontology is designed to provide semantic interoperability 

for heterogeneous devices, support the dynamic nature of ubiquitous computing environments, and 

provide service discovery for devices. The GAS Ontology has two layers, namely the Core Ontology 

(GAS-CO) and the Higher Ontology (GAS-HO). The GAS-CO describes the basic concepts of 

ubiquitous computing environments and the inter-relations between heterogeneous devices to enable 

communication and collaboration among these devices. The GAS-CO describes smart devices at 

home, and they are modelled by the physical characteristics (TPlug), their capabilities (SPlug), the 

communication channel (synapse), and what signal the devices can transmit and perceive (service). 

The GAS-HO describes a specific instance, such as a smart lamp, and it contains the dynamic 

information acquired by the instance through its usage and interactions with other smart devices. 

XCM [42] 

XCM focuses on the coordination of context, and the computation is a separate concern not presented. 

The model is based on four concepts: entities, environments, social laws, and ports. The entity can be 

anything that could be coordinated. It can be composed of other entities, and the compound entity is 

the environment of the inner entities. The social laws determine how the entities can be composed, 

and the port represents the communication channel between entities. In this work, the authors try to 

be general, and the entity ontology only defines the structure such as “HasComponents.” Moreover, 

the entity can be anything. Communication can be seen as an agent coupled with a port, and the port 

is the communication channel for the agent. The coupling can be defined by the social law because 

port and agent are seen as entities. 

MIContext [32] 

MIContext is a context model for mobile interactions. Many contextual elements for mobile 

interactions are proposed to highlight potential new ways to assist users through mobile devices. The 

goal is to reexamine the design of mobile devices to take advantage of the fact that these devices are 

always carried by users. Some of the main categories of contextual elements that are taken into 

consideration include device, communication channel, interface, user tasks, activities, environment 

and culture. MIContext focuses on the conceptual level only. 
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CAMob [34] 

CAMob is a context-aware handheld system designed for communication and collaboration in the 

hospital environment. The system makes use of the agent-based architecture, and the communication 

and collaboration between users through their devices are managed by the context-aware client and 

the instant messaging server. Communication in the hospital environment requires more than location 

and identity of the users. CAMob thus considers location, time, role, and artifact state as the four 

main contextual elements. The location is used to determine the most relevant help and information 

that the system should provide to the healthcare professionals. By modeling the role context, CAMob 

allows healthcare professionals to collaborate based on their roles since they may not know the 

identity of their collaborators. 

Murshid [35] 

Murshid is a context-aware tour guiding mobile application proposed for tourists in the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE). The application analyzes different contextual elements to adapt its functionality to 

the users’ surroundings. The context model deployed considers user location, user profile, current 

date, UAE event information, and user’s interaction with the device. The user profile records users’ 

background information. UAE event information records the details of events that take place in UAE. 

Based on these contextual elements, Murshid provides five types of services to the mobile device 

users. These services are special attraction event notifications, weather forecasting, currency 

exchange rates, language translation, and location bookmarking and sharing. Tourists can share 

interesting findings with specific groups of users, and according to one’s interest Murshid may 

provide this information to the user. 

5W1H [39-41] 

5W1H proposes a user-centric context model to represent user context for sharing context information 

among services efficiently. It brings a unified view of user context through six categories. They are 

user’s identification (who), user’s location (where), time frame that the context is available (when), 

the object user is paying attention to (what), user’s behaviour (how), and user’s intention (why). 

Contextual information is classified based on the source of information and the subject that exploits 

the information. Preliminary context represents pieces of data received from various sensors. 

Integrated context represents processed and reasoned contextual information that fuses with various 

preliminary contexts. Conditional context is specified by the user to describe the conditions that 
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should trigger the desired services. Final context interprets both integrated context and conditional 

context to find matches and trigger a service. 

3.3.2 Results of the fundamental element classification 

This section compares the context models surveyed to the classification framework, and Table 3 

summarizes the results of the fundamental element classification. The highlights and comparisons of 

some of the results will be presented in the rest of this section. The context models are surveyed by 

referencing the relevant papers found in the literature. A dimension, such as location and time, is 

modelled if the paper referenced explicitly indicated that it is modelled. For the cell containing ‘*,’ it 

means that the authors imply that the particular contextual element is modelled. For the cell 

containing ‘**,’ it means that the authors did not give enough detail on the modelling of specific 

attributes. For service provider and communication cannel/network elements, this survey does not 

relate them to the specific sub-categories in the result. 

Structure of context models 

Most models use ontologies to represent contexts. Three types of the approach can be identified: 

domain specific, remembering all, and layered. OwlSrv considers a domain and creates a specific 

ontology. COMANTO provides a very general ontology which tries to capture all the possible 

domains of contextual information. However, this approach may require a large amount of storage for 

the context knowledge. On the other hand, SOCAM, SOUPA and GAS all take the layered approach. 

They employ both a higher ontology and a lower ontology. The higher ontology describes the abstract 

and general concepts, and the lower ontology describes the domain-specific context. The layered 

approach is more space efficient. SOCAM claims that the domain-specific ontology can be loaded 

and re-bound dynamically so a large storage space to remember all knowledge is not necessary. 

Moreover, the layered approach can easily incorporate new context that was not modelled in the 

original domain-specific ontology. 
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CSCP Y   Y H,I   Y                     
SOCAM/CON
ON Y Y Y  Y Y P Y         Y       
COMANTO Y Y * H Y Y P Y   Y   Y Y       
CoBrA   Y Y   Y     Y   Y Y Y Y       
SOUPA Y Y Y ** Y     Y Y Y   Y Y Y   Y 
U-Learning Y   Y H,S,I   Y   Y   Y     Y       
ASC/CoOL             P Y Y     Y Y Y     
GLOSS   Y Y ** Y     Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y   
MAIS Y   Y H,S,I Y Y   Y         Y       
HyperAudio Y   Y         *   * Y           
ConceptualCM **   ** 
CoDaMos Y Y   H,S,I Y   P Y   Y     **   
GraphicalCM   Y Y **   Y   Y     Y   **   
SBCA Y Y   H,S     P **     **   
OwlSrv   Y           Y Y Y   Y         
Perceptual 
Components   Y                             
GAS       H, I   Y                     
XCM ** Y P,V                   
MIContext  Y  H,S,I Y Y P          
CAMob       P   Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Murshid  Y Y     Y     Y Y   
5W1H   Y     Y     Y    
* implicitly indicated, ** not enough details 

Table 3 Result of the fundamental element classification 
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System perspectives versus user perspectives 

Some models such as GAS, perceptual component and SBCA, consider context from the system 

perspective. They explicitly consider sensory data gathered from sensors or devices. GAS considers 

what a sensor of a device is capable of transmitting and perceiving. The context considered by GAS 

and SBCA is at a lower level and closer to raw sensory data. On the other hand, U-Learning and 

HyperAudio consider context from the user’s perspective, and they consider higher-level information 

sources such as calendars and users’ previous experience in visiting a museum. 

Granularity of elements 

The context models differ not only in the fundamental elements modelled but also on the granularity 

of the elements. On one side, SOCAM models TV and DVD players and tries to be very detailed and 

specific. On the other side, XCM takes a very general approach and models everything including 

devices as entities. GLOSS also models devices in a very general way, and it defines the concept of 

instrument which refers to an object that a person can hold and operate. 

Fundamental elements modelled 

People, device, location and time are the most common fundamental elements among the context 

models surveyed. For modelling the environment, only XCM has considered the possibility of a 

virtual environment, even though context will be of consideration in future virtual reality and 

augmented reality applications. Moreover, online interactions such as online chat room and video 

gaming are already very popular. For location modelling, GLOSS is a location-based system and has 

the most comprehensive location model among all the context models surveyed. It covers all the 

proposed ways to represent location information and relationships between locations and people. 

Modelling dynamic interactions 

The relationships between fundamental elements have not been modelled extensively. Especially, the 

aspect that a change in one fundamental element may initiate changes in other contexts is not 

modelled by most of the systems surveyed. Composition, ownership and other static relationships are 

common in the models surveyed. For example, CoDAMos models hasProfile and useServices 

relationship, and COMANTO models including and locatedIn relationship. Only SOCAM and 

GraphicalCM consider the dynamic interactions between the fundamental elements. Both of them 
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model the dynamic interactions through dependencies between the associations that describe 

relationships between contextual elements. 

Conclusion with respect to the fundamental element classification 

None of the models include all the dimensions proposed in the fundamental element classification 

framework. Most models are still application specific, and they focus on one particular domain or 

scenario. However, some research projects are trying to be general. SOCAM and SOUPA propose 

general ontologies to be applied beyond the sample application domains. ASC proposes to view 

context as aspects, and it is described using three different languages so as to incorporate the benefits 

of all of them and provide the ability to select the most suitable ones at all time. There is still a need 

for comprehensive meta-model or model general enough that will support all the elements proposed 

for context modelling. 

3.3.3 Results of the functionality classification 

This section presents the result of the comparison of context-aware systems to the functionality 

classification framework, and Table 4 summarizes the results of the functionality classification. The 

rest of this section presents the highlights and comparisons of some of the survey results. A function 

is indicated as supported if the paper referenced has explicitly mentioned it. The resulting table is 

quite sparse as most context-aware systems have specific target application domains. The papers 

referenced may not have explicitly indicated all the functionality the system supports. 

Aiding the dynamic nature of context-aware systems 

A context-aware system is highly dynamic because of the dynamic nature of context. At any point, 

the time is ticking, and context changes. Users and devices may enter and leave the service area 

frequently. Service discovery and mobility should be a big concern to provide smooth transition from 

one environment to another, but not all systems have considered this aspect. Events aid the 

communication between context-aware systems and users, but most systems do not explicitly indicate 

whether the system supports event-based interactions. 

Context processing and handling 

Most applications have the reasoning capability, and this function may include mapping low-level 

context to high-level context and deriving new context. However, learning and logging user 
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interactions are not well supported in the context-aware systems surveyed. In terms of handling 

possibly error prone context input, some systems such as ASC and SOCAM choose to support quality 

management at the modelling level. Others such as SBCA employ statistical calculations to support 

reasoning in noisy environments to provide robust behavior. 
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CSCP                         Y   
SOCAM/CON
ON 

Y     Y   Y   Y   Y Y Y     

COMANTO   Y   Y Y Y   Y   Y     Y   
CoBrA Y   Y Y   Y   Y   Y     Y Y 
SOUPA                           Y 
U-Learning       Y                   Y 
ASC/CoOL   Y   Y       Y   Y     Y   
GLOSS                             
MAIS Y                   Y       
HyperAudio             Y Y     Y       
ConceptualCM             Y Y     Y Y   Y 
CoDaMos                   Y Y Y     
GraphicalCM                   Y         
SBCA   Y   Y Y     Y   Y Y   Y Y 
OwlSrv  Y     Y     Y             
GAS     Y                 Y Y   
XCM               Y         Y   
MIContext               
CAMob    Y    Y       
Murshid    Y Y Y  Y       
5W1H    Y    Y       

Table 4 Result of the functionality classification 
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Security and privacy 

Security and privacy do not seem to be a big concern yet, but some systems have considered them. 

SOUPA supports security and privacy at the modelling level through policy, and users can specify 

security and privacy policies, such as who has the right to perform specified actions. On the system 

level, U-Learning allows users to define privacy preferences, and SBCA checks the trustworthiness of 

incoming context by deploying a security module. 

Conclusion with respect to the functionality classification 

Most context-aware systems have specific goals, and it is time consuming and really difficult to build 

a system that can be applied to all domains and has all the proposed attributes. However, through 

integration of systems, context-aware systems that serve in all domains may be achievable. Thus, the 

uniform representation of the context is essential to enable integration, and most models have done so 

through the use of ontology. 

3.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the existing context-aware systems in terms of context models deployed 

and functionality provided, and has proposed classification frameworks for the fundamental elements 

in context models and the functionality of context-aware systems. The fundamental element 

classification framework identified primitive elements in the context models, and illustrated how the 

combination of these primitives can create higher-level context. The functionality classification 

framework proposed possible functions to be supported by context-aware systems and covered the 

basic functionality provided by current context-aware systems. Finally, this survey classified context-

aware systems based on their context models and functionality as described in the classification 

frameworks. This chapter also highlights and compares some of the interesting approaches taken by 

the systems and potential points of improvement. 

The current context models are limited to their target application domains, but the layered context 

model, which includes a core and an expandable domain-specific model, has the potential to 

incorporate new context easily. None of the surveyed context models consider all the fundamental 

elements proposed in the fundamental element classification framework. Only one context model 

considers the virtual environment and most models consider context from a system perspective. Most 

of the models do not consider the dynamic interactions between fundamental elements. 
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The functionality of the context-aware systems is really limited to their target application domains 

as well. None of the context-aware systems have all the functions proposed in the functionality 

classification framework. Mobility was not considered by many systems even though several context-

aware systems model the physical environment. This survey identified the benefits each system 

provides and the disadvantages of some approaches. The result identifies the gaps in the existing 

work and enables the proposals to advance the state-of-the-art in the context-aware systems. 
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Chapter 4 

A Dynamic User-Centric Mobile 

Context Model 

4.1 Requirements and Overall Design 
Context changes frequently, but current context models do not focus on the dynamic interactions that 

result from those changes. A context-aware system needs to be able to adapt according to its user’s 

context and assist the user with his current activities. Current context models lack support for 

representing these dynamic interactions, particularly those involving changes in user context and 

virtual environments. The goal of this thesis is to provide a user-centric context model that supports 

dynamic context element interactions and virtual environments [64]. 

The basis of the context model is the user. The user represents a person as well as his context. The 

model considers three main types of user context. They are roles, preferences, and social 

relationships. A user has profiles which define information related to the user in different situations 

such as a professional profile and a gaming profile. Each profile may include demographic 

information, potential roles, and potential preferences. A preference describes a user’s desire for 

different services or device behaviours in different situations. A user has a social relationship with 

another user, and a social relationship is more than just a relationship involving two individuals. It 

may include other elements such as location, preferences and roles. A group may consist of users and 

a user may be in a group at one point in time. A user is in a physical environment but may or may not 

be in a virtual environment. Figure 1 shows the overall design of the context model. 
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Figure 1 Overall design 

The model also supports the relationships between a user’s context elements. These relationships 

are dependencies present between context elements. These dependencies allow the context elements 

to respond to changes in other context elements. This capability reflects the dynamic nature of a 

user’s context. As a user’s context changes, the model is able to represent those changes based on the 

relationships between different context elements. 

For example, a user may enter a new environment and this change triggers a change in the user’s 

context, enabling a new role. This change may result in further changes in other context elements 

such as tasks, profiles and preferences. A new role may enable new tasks that are available to the 

user. A profile may add a new set of preferences to the existing set of preferences. 

The following subsections present different views of the context model through class diagrams as 

well as the dynamic aspect of the model through sequence diagrams. Each view shows a different 

aspect of the context model, namely the user view, the preference view, the role view, the task and 

profile view, the social relationship view, and the environment view. 
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4.2 Views 

4.2.1 User view 

A user is a person that possesses a handheld device capable of providing context-aware services. A 

person has a set of preferences, defines profiles, engages in tasks, plays a set of roles, and is in a 

physical environment. A user inherits these properties from a person. In addition, a user may be in a 

virtual environment, may belong to a group, may be around a group of other users, and have social 

relationships with other users. He can update his profiles which may trigger changes to other 

contextual elements. Figure 2 shows the details of the user class and its relationship with other 

classes. 

User

-device
-virtualEnvironment
-group
-pulicInformation

+exchangeInformation()
+createProfile()
+updateProfile()
+getPublicInformation()

Person

-preference
-profile
-task
-role
-physicalEnvironment

Preference

Physical

Group

Profile

Virtual

Role

Task

*

1

*

1

**

*

1

11

SocialRelationship

*

*

*

0..1

*
1

 

Figure 2 User view 
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4.2.2 Preference view 

A preference describes a user’s desires for different services or device behaviours in different 

situations. A preference may include anything such as shopping recommendations and font sizes on 

mobile devices. A profile may define sets of preferences related to a situation. One set of the 

preferences would be the dominant set at one point in time. The dominant set of preferences depends 

on the profile, task, the relevant group of users, and role. The user may configure or update the profile 

directly to update his preferences. A change in task, other users around or role may also require the 

dominant set of preferences to be updated. Figure 3 shows a detailed view of the preference element. 

4.2.3 Role view 

A role represents one of the identities played by a user. A profile may define roles related to a 

situation. One of the roles would be the dominant one at one point in time. The dominant role 

depends on the profile, environments and the task. The user may configure or update the profile 

directly to update his roles. A change in the environment or task triggers a change in role. A role 

change may further trigger changes in the preference element. Figure 4 shows a detailed view of the 

role element. 

PreferenceList

-preferenceList
-currPreference

+getCurrPreference()
+updatePreferenceList()

Preference

-type
-description

Group

Profile

Task

Role

User

influences

*

1

1 1

changes

changes

defines

 

Figure 3 Preference view 
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RoleList

-roleList
-currRole

+updateRoleList()

Environment

Preference

Role

-type
-name
-property

Profile

Task

User

enables

1

1

changes

changes

*
1

defines

 
Figure 4 Role view 

4.2.4 Task and profile view 

A task describes the user’s current activity. When a change in task takes place, it triggers further 

changes in the profile, role, and preference elements. 

A user has profiles, and each profile has information related to the user in a situation. For example, 

the user may define a professional profile and a gaming profile. Each profile may include 

demographic information, preferences and roles. He can also define dynamic preferences such as a 

desire for the mobile device to run in the professional mode when he is around colleagues. He may 

configure his profile to update his preferences and roles related to the situation. Figure 5 shows a 

detailed view of the task and the profile. 

4.2.5 Social relationship view 

A social relationship exists between two users. A social relationship may involve common attributes 

such as location (e.g., from where you know this person), organization, role (e.g., teacher-student 

association), and preferences to describe more information about the relationship. A user may belong 

to a group. A group consists of users who have the same type of social relationship with a given user. 

The change in the group around this given user may trigger changes in this user’s preferences. The 

group of other users can be physically around the user or in the given user’s social networks. Figure 6 

shows a detailed view of social relationship and group. 
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Figure 5 Task and profile view 
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SocialRelationship
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*
*
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Figure 6 Social relationship view 

4.2.6 Environment view 

The model supports both physical and virtual environments. A physical environment refers to the 

world where an object would have a physical presence. A virtual environment refers to a world where 

an object may not have a physical presence. Every environment is associated with a location. A 

virtual environment can have a virtual location such as an URL or a location in a game. The model 
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also supports a virtual environment that may be restricted to specific locations and regions. For 

example, a hospital network is a virtual environment that is restricted by physical region because a 

user must be in the proximity of the hospital to be eligible to enter this virtual environment. Time can 

qualify an environment. For example, a room is only qualified to be a meeting room at the meeting 

time. 

A person can be in a physical and a virtual environment at the same time. For example, this person 

could be at his work office and at the same time participating in a video-conference with a team 

located in another continent. He may have different roles in each of these two environments. The 

model is able to capture these different aspects of the user context both in the physical and the virtual 

world. Figure 7 shows a detailed view of the environment element. 

Location

-currLocation

+getCurrLocation() Environment

-location
-attribute

+getLocation()
+getAttribute()

Time

-currTime

+getCurrTime()

Physical

Virtual

Role

User

qualifies

*

0..1

1
1

*
1

enables

 

Figure 7 Environment view 

4.3 Dynamic Behaviour 
A dynamic interaction between context elements can be specified through sequence diagrams. Figure 

8 shows the interactions among context elements: task, profile, role and preference. This sequence 

diagram illustrates the dynamic changes triggered by a change in task. This change is propagated to 

the user profile which updates itself. The profile then notifies the role and the preference elements in 
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parallel. Both role and preference may respond to this notification and result in further changes in the 

user context. 

For example, the user just finished with his exam, and he marks it off from his to-do list. The 

profile is updated to reflect that the task is done and the time needed for studying decreases. The user 

role changes from a student role to leisure role. The user’s preference changes form prioritizing study 

time to prioritizing entertainment. 

[ ]

par

 : Preference : Profile : Task  : Role

update2: 

profile change3: 

profile change4: 

task change1: 

[ ]

par

 

Figure 8 Dynamic interactions between task, profile, role and preference context elements 

Figure 9 illustrates dynamic changes triggered by a change in task as well, and it shows the 

interactions among context elements, task, role and preference. The role and the preference elements 

are notified in parallel regarding the change in task and may update themselves. The role change may 

result in additional changes in the preference element. 
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[ ]

par

 : Preference : Task  : Role

update3: 

update7: 

shopping1: 

task change2: 

task change4: 

update5: 

role change6: 

[ ]

par

 

Figure 9 Dynamic interactions between task, role and preference context elements 

There are also dynamic interactions between environments and roles as well as groups and 

preferences. The changes in the physical or virtual environment may enable new roles. This role 

adaptation may propagate to the preference element. The changes in the social relationships of the 

group may influence user preference as well. 

4.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the design of the dynamic user-centric context model. The model captures 

the dynamic interactions involving user context and virtual environments. The design of the context 
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model is illustrated through the class diagrams. The overall design is in Figure 1 and specific context 

element views are from Figure 2 to Figure 7. The context model captures roles, preferences, and 

social relationships, which are essential to capturing user perspectives in a user-centric model. The 

model also incorporates virtual environments to model online interactions, and it considers other 

contextual elements such as tasks and profiles. The potential dynamic interactions are illustrated 

through the sequence diagrams in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 
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Chapter 5 

Case Studies 

This chapter presents four case studies related to the following four domains: mobile e-healthcare, 

mobile commerce, mobile tourism, and mobile augmented reality gaming. The first case study 

illustrates a scenario where a context-aware mobile device assists a nurse in her routine work. The 

second case illustrates a context-aware mobile device providing personalized information and 

services while the user shops. The third case outlines a scenario where the mobile device becomes a 

personalized tour guide. The last case study shows a mobile augmented reality game that can be 

deployed in a museum. 

Each case study focuses and showcases a particular aspect of the model. The first case study on 

mobile e-healthcare shows the dynamic interactions between the role context and other contextual 

elements. The second case study on mobile commerce shows the adaptation of the preference context 

triggered by changes in other contextual elements. The third case study on mobile tourism shows the 

impact of different types of social relationships on the preferences context. The last case study on 

mobile augmented reality gaming shows the dynamic interactions between contextual elements in 

virtual environments. Table 5 summarizes the dynamic interactions between contextual elements in 

each scenario. The numbers in the columns represent the case studies that model the particular 

interaction. The dynamic interactions involve tasks, preferences, roles, groups, and physical and 

virtual environments. 

The case studies apply the context model to demonstrate the sample usage scenario of the model. 

These scenarios showcase the potential applications and functionality that can be instantiated from the 

model. The following sections discuss the details of each case study by presenting the scenario used 

and the dynamic context interactions shown by each. 
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Dynamic Interactions 
Case Study 

Cause: changes in Effect: changes in 

Task Role 1, 2 

Task Preference 2, 4 

Role Preference 1, 2, 4 

Group Preference 2, 3, 4 

Physical Environment Role 1, 2 

Virtual Environment Role 1, 4 

Table 5 Summary of dynamic interactions shown by each case study 

5.1 Mobile E-Healthcare 
This case study extends the scenario described in [34] to include preferences and social relationships 

other than location, time and role. This case study assumes Angela is a nurse working at a hospital. 

Her schedule consists of mostly morning and afternoon shifts, with occasional evening shifts. 

5.1.1 Scenario 

As Angela approaches the hospital building, close to her shift time, her mobile device detects that the 

hospital network is within range and connects to it. Even though she is not physically in front of her 

desk, she now has partial access to her work and receives notifications for her work today through 

this virtual environment. 

Once she enters the hospital, the mobile device detects her presence in this physical environment. It 

changes her role and gives her full access to patient files and other work related data. This change in 

role affects her mobile device which now operates in the professional mode. This profile configures 

the mobile device to vibrate mode and displays her work related task list. 

Angela starts her routine checks on patients. Her mobile detects her current task and updates her 

role to be checkup nurse. Her preferences change accordingly, with the mobile device configured to 

display a brief profile of the next patient and the remaining time she has for the current patient based 

on number of patients and available time left. 
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As she enters a patient’s room, her mobile device communicates with the hospital network and is 

notified that Angela is qualified to be an extra duty nurse. Angela is the first nurse checking up the 

patient after Dr. Smith’s visit. Dr. Smith has instructed the next nurse to take the blood sample of the 

patient for a blood test. Angela’s mobile device updates her role to be extra duty nurse, and her task 

list is updated with a new task set by Dr. Smith. After Angela finishes taking the blood sample of the 

patient, her mobile device reminds her that the next task is to give the patient medicines. Her device 

also gives her the patient’s medical record in the system so she can detect any inconsistencies 

between the record in the system and medicines she actually has on her cart. At the end, Angela logs 

her actions and observations on the patient. Dr. Smith will automatically receive the log, and the log 

will be accessible to other doctors and checkup nurses. 

5.1.2 Dynamic interactions between contextual elements 

As shown in Table 5, this first case study shows the dynamic interactions initiated by task, physical 

environment, and virtual environment contexts. These changes trigger updates in the role context, and 

the changes propagate to the preference context. 

Virtual and physical environments initiated interactions with roles and preferences 

The virtual environment component receives a notification from the Wi-Fi module, and the hospital 

network is available to Angela based on her current location and time. The Wi-Fi module connects to 

the hospital network and notifies the virtual environment component which updates itself to 

HospitalNetworkVirtualEnvironment. This change in the virtual environment propagates to the 

role component. The role component updates the dominant role to VirtualNurse. 

The physical environment component receives Angela’s location from the location sensors, and 

Angela is in her office in the hospital. It verifies that Angela is located within her office boundaries in 

the hospital. The physical environment component also checks the current time and Angela’s shift 

time. It changes to WorkEnvironment and notifies the role component. The role component changes 

the dominant role to Nurse and propagates this change to the preference component. The preference 

component adapts to the new Nurse role by setting the dominant set of preferences to 

ProfessionalMode. The volume of the device is muted and vibrate mode is on. Information related to 

the work of the day is provided. 
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The physical environment receives an update on Angela’s location, and it verifies that Angela is 

within the patient’s room boundaries. Angela is the first checkup nurse after the doctor’s visit. The 

physical environment component updates itself to SpecialInstructionAvailableEnvironment. This 

change propagates to the role component which changes the dominant role to ExtraDutyNurse. This 

update then triggers another notification which is sent to the preference component. It updates the 

dominant set of preferences to ExtraDutyNurseHelp based on the previously defined rules to 

facilitate the new ExtraDutyNurse role. For example, automate actions, such as update the task list 

and notify the doctor that the task is completed, are triggered. 

The object diagram shown in Figure 10 demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context model to 

describe the role and preference adaptations initially triggered by the virtual and the physical 

environments changes. Figure 11 shows the sequence of these dynamic interactions described in this 

mobile e-healthcare scenario. 

SpecialInstructionAvailable
Environment : Physical

HospitalNetworkVirtual
Environment : Virtual

ExtraDutyNurseHelp 
: Preference

ProfessionalMode 
: Preference

WorkEnvironment
 : Physical

ExtraDutyNurse 
: Role

Angela : User

VirtualNurse
 : Role

Nurse : Role

ShiftTime 
: Time

Office : 
Location

enables

enables

changes

qualifies

enables

changes

 

Figure 10 Object diagram describing changes triggered by environments changes in the mobile 

e-healthcare scenario 
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PreferencePhysicalVirtual Role

update preference
to operate in 
professional mode

8: 

update to extra
duty nurse help

13: 

physical environment change10: 

update to work environment4: 

physical environment change5: 

update to special insturction
available environment

9: 

virtual environment change2: 

update to hospital network virtual environment1: 

update role to virtual nurse3: 

update role to nurse6: 

role change7: 

update role to extra duty nurse11: 

role change12: 

 

Figure 11 Sequence diagram describing changes triggered by environment changes in the 

mobile e-healthcare scenario 

Tasks initiated interactions with roles and preferences 

The task component determines that Angela is currently checking up patients based on her calendar 

and her current location. It updates the current task to be CheckingUpPatients. This change 

propagates to the role component, and the role component updates itself to CheckupNurse. This 
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change triggers a notification that is sent to the preference component. The preference component 

updates itself to CheckupNurseHelp to facilitate the tasks that a checkup nurse has to perform. In 

this case, the user interface displays specific information, such as patient information and time left for 

this patient. 

Figure 12 demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context model to describe the role and 

preference adaptations triggered by task change. Figure 13 summarizes the sequence of adaptations 

triggered by task change described in this mobile e-healthcare scenario. 

CheckupNurseHelp
 : Preference

Angela : User
CheckupNurse 

: Role

CheckingUp
Patients : 

Task

changes

changes

 

Figure 12 Object diagram describing changes triggered by task change in the mobile e-

healthcare scenario 
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PreferenceTask Role

update to help
checkup nurse

5: 

task change2: 

update to checking up patients1: 

update role to checkup nurse3: 

role change4: 

 

Figure 13 Sequence diagram describing changes triggered by task change in the mobile e-

healthcare scenario 

5.2 Mobile Commerce 
Continuing from the first case study in mobile e-healthcare, this case study outlines a scenario which 

describes Angela as a mother after work. The scenario presents how Angela’s mobile device helps her 

while she shops. 

5.2.1 Scenario 

At the end of Angela’s shift time, she exits from the hospital. Her device deactivates her nurse role, 

and updates her dominant role to mother. The type of advertisements Angela receives changes 

accordingly. The amount of professional related advertisement is reduced, and the amount of casual 

role related advertisement is increased. For example, the amount of advertisement related to 

comfortable nurse shoes or patient care workshop is reduced. Angela now receives more 

advertisement from grocery stores or clothing retailers. 
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Angela searches for dresses that she can wear to her friend’s wedding, and her mobile device 

presents her the search results as well as some related coupons and promotions. Angela browses 

through the coupons, and the device updates her interest profile to reflect the new item of interest. 

Later, the device can notify Angela about items on sale or new arrival items that she will potentially 

be interested based on her interest profile. 

Angela is going to meet up with her friend, Melody, to shop for dresses together. On her way to the 

mall, Angela's mobile device turns the volume to the max since she is taking the bus. Her mobile 

device also adjusts the font size so it is easier to read on the bus. 

As Angela enters the mall and starts to search for a dress, the mobile device sets Angela’s role to 

shopper. It shows her the mall map and highlights potential stores that she would be interested as well 

as stores that she had viewed the coupons. Once Angela meets up with Melody, the mobile device 

detects Melody’s presence and it prompts Angela if she wants to connect their devices via Bluetooth. 

Angela chooses to connect with Melody’s device. Once the connection is established, the device 

suggests coupons and stores in which both of them would be interested. 

Angela and Melody enter the store highlighted as a store in which Angela would be interested. 

Angela picks up a dress and turns on the function of adding to shopping list for comparison. The 

mobile device connects with the store network, and it is able to provide Angela the price and extra 

information such as fabric used and washing instructions related to the dress. 

After Angela finishes her shopping at the mall, she drops by a grocery store on her way home. Her 

mobile connects with the store network and loads Angela's shopping list. The promotion items are 

highlighted on the shopping list. Her mobile device shows a map of the grocery store, and points out 

where the item is in the store. After the mobile device establishes a connection with the grocery 

store's network, Angela’s role is updated to virtual grocery shopper. Angela turns on the comparison 

button on her device, and the items that are also on promotion in other grocery stores are underlined. 

The mobile device considered the grocery stores that Angela visits the most frequently. 

Angela just arrived home, and her mobile device updates her interest profile based on the items she 

actually bought today. Her interest profile can be used to provide better shopping suggestions in the 

future. The items Angela actually bought would have higher precedence in the interest profile. 
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5.2.2 Dynamic interactions between contextual elements 

This mobile commerce scenario shows the adaptations of preferences triggered by changes in roles, 

the group around, and tasks as shown in Table 5. 

Preference adaptations to role change involving environments 

The physical environment component receives an update from the location sensors, and Angela has 

left the hospital. It verifies that Angela is not within her office boundaries, and it also checks the 

current time and Angela’s shift time. It changes to AfterWorkEnvironment and notifies the role 

component. The role component updates the dominant role to Mother and propagates this change to 

the preference component. The preference component updates to LeisureMode which prioritizes 

different things to facilitate the Mother role. Work related events are not the top priority now. For 

example, the new advertisement preference setting would decrease the amount of work related 

workshop advertisements and increase the amount of promotions and coupons for grocery. 

The object diagram, as shown in Figure 14, demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context 

model to describe the preference adaptations triggered by role change involving the physical 

environment context. Figure 15 summarizes the sequence of preference adaptations described in this 

mobile commerce scenario. 

AfterWorkEnvironment :
 Physical

LeisureMode : 
Preference

Mother : Role

Angela : User

changes

enables

 

Figure 14 Object diagram describing preference adaptations triggered by role change in the 
mobile commerce scenario 
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PreferencePhysical Role

update to operate 
in leisure mode

5: 

update to after-work environment1: 

physical environment change2: 

update to mother3: 

role change4: 

 

Figure 15 Sequence diagram describing preference adaptation triggered by role change in the 

mobile commerce scenario 

Preference adaptations to role and task changes 

The task component determines that Angela is currently shopping for a dress based on her calendar 

and current location. It updates to Shopping and notifies the role component which changes the 

dominant role to Shopper. This change propagates to the preference component. The preference 

component updates to GeneralShoppingHelp to retrieve the preference settings relevant to the 

Shopper role and prioritize them. The promotions, coupons, and store locations in mall were set by 

Angela to be the most relevant information in this situation. 

The task component receives a request from Angela to provide information on a dress, and it 

updates itself to CheckingItemInformation. It notifies the preference component which updates 

itself to CheckInformationHelp. The preference component retrieves the preference settings related 

to checking information on a dress and prioritizes them. The price and washing instructions have been 

customized to be the most interested information in this situation. 

The object diagram, as shown in Figure 16, demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context 

model to describe the preference adaptations triggered by role and task changes. Figure 17 
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summarizes the sequence of preference adaptations triggered by role and task changes described in 

this mobile commerce scenario. 

Preference adaptations to group change 

The group component receives an update on the user around Angela from the Bluetooth module. A 

user, Melody, in Angela’s social networks, is in proximity. The group component checks the calendar 

and is notified that Angela and Melody are planning on shopping together. With proper permission, 

the Bluetooth module establishes a connection with Melody’s device and notifies the group 

component which updates to FriendAround. The group component notifies the preference 

component which changes to ShopTogetherMode. As previously set by Angela, the preference 

component incorporates Melody’s previous bought items to form Angela’s new shopping preferences. 

The object diagram, as shown in Figure 18, demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context 

model to describe the dynamic interactions between preferences and groups. Figure 19 summarizes 

the sequence of dynamic interactions between preferences and groups in this mobile commerce 

scenario. 

CheckingItemInformation
 : Task

CheckInformationHelp : 
Preference GeneralShoppingHelp : 

Preference

Shopper : Role

Shopping : Task

Angela : User

changes
changes

changes

 

Figure 16 Object diagram describing preference adaptations triggered by role and task changes 

in the mobile commerce scenario 
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PreferenceTask Role

update to provide promotions
and coupons of interest

5: 

update to provide price
and washing instruction

8: 

update to shopping1: 

task change2: 

update to checking dress information6: 

task change7: 

update to shopper3: 

role change4: 

 

Figure 17 Sequence diagram describing preference adaptations triggered by role and task 

changes in the mobile commerce scenario 
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ShopTogetherMode 
: Preference

Melody : User

FriendAround : 
GroupAngela : User

influences

 

Figure 18 Object diagram describing the dynamic interactions between preferences and groups 

in the mobile commerce scenario 

 

PreferenceGroup

update to operate in
shop together mode

3: 

update to friend around1: 

group change2: 

 

Figure 19 Sequence diagram describing dynamic interactions between preferences and groups 

in the mobile commerce scenario 

5.3 Mobile Tourism 
Continuing from the first two case studies in mobile e-healthcare and mobile tourism, Angela is going 

to a conference and then taking a vacation in Milan, Italy. The scenario presents how Angela’s mobile 

device helps her while she travels. 
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5.3.1 Scenario 

Angela sets her device to vacation mode. Her mobile device would notify anyone who calls her that 

Angela is on vacation now, and suggest that the caller choose to stay on the line or hang up and 

contact her through other means. 

Angela has arrived in Milan with her colleagues for a conference on patient care. During lunch, the 

mobile device displays names of people sitting at the same table and their professional information. It 

helps Angela to remember names of others. It also shows Angela their association with the 

conferences. For example, the person sitting next to Angela may be in the conference committee or 

will be presenting a talk. 

The next day, Angela starts her vacation in Milan. In order to decide her trip for the day, Angela 

browses through the recommendations made by her mobile device. Angela's device makes 

suggestions based on the popular attraction sites in the area, ratings of tour sites, and suggestions 

from people in Angela’s social networks. Angela selects a few attractions to add to her agenda, and 

her device updates her tourist profile. Her device plans a personalized trip for her based on her 

selection, her interest profile, and the attributes of the attraction sites. For example, the operation 

hours of attraction sites and weather condition are taken into considerations. 

As Angela starts her tour, her mobile device becomes a personal tour guide. Since Angela has not 

arrived at her destination, her device sets her to be in the travelling mode. The volume of her phone is 

turned to maximum, and the map and instructions for getting to the attraction site are displayed on her 

phone. Her role is set to traveller, and her device focuses on helping Angela reach the destination. It 

does not try to explain the history of the transportation system in Milan or provide information that is 

not relevant to reaching the destination. 

Angela arrives at the destination, a cathedral, and the mobile device updates Angela’s role to 

visitor. The visitor role sets the mobile device to focus on providing information on the attraction site. 

Angela receives information such as some must-sees in the attraction site recommended by other 

visitors as well as the information on the tour groups led by cathedral staff. 

Angela chooses to join the cathedral tour group, and her device adds other tour group members to 

her tourism network. The tour guide shows them the famous attractions in the west wing of the 

cathedral, and then all the group members have half hour to explore the rest. Angela and her new 
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friend, Sharon, from the tour group decide to explore the cathedral together, and they connect their 

devices together through Bluetooth. The device considers Angela and Sharon’s background and 

preferences to make recommendations. They are more interested in the archaeological and cultural 

aspects of the cathedral. 

Angela updates the recommendation criteria to include comments made on the cathedral. Her 

device first searches through Angela’s social networks to check if her friends have made comments 

on the cathedral. The comments are presented to Angela for her to decide if she would like to see a 

particular part of the cathedral. 

Angela’s device also keeps track of the comments made by others from the tour group. It notifies 

Angela when other members have made new comments which record their new findings. One of the 

tour group members, Mike, just made a comment on a fresco. Mike says “Come check out this fresco! 

It’s so cool! ” The device displays the comment and provides the directions to the commented art and 

the preview of the art. Angela and Sharon decide to go over and check out the fresco Mike is talking 

about.  

As Angela stands beneath the fresco, she chooses to see the comments made by others. The mobile 

device connects with the cathedral network. Once her device is connected with the network, it updates 

her role to virtual visitor. She now has access to the previous comments made by other visitors, and 

her mobile device presents her all the relevant comments on the fresco. 

5.3.2 Dynamic interactions between contextual elements 

This mobile tourism scenario shows the impact of different types of social relationships on the 

preference context, as recorded in Table 5. It provides a personalized visiting experience by 

incorporating the impact of different types of social relationships. 

Work related groups and preferences 

The preference component adapts to changes in roles, tasks and groups. The role component receives 

a notification from the physical environment component, and the user is currently in the 

ConferenceEnvironment. The role component updates the dominant role to ConferenceAttendee 

and notifies the preference component about this change. During lunch time, the task component 

updates itself to HavingLunch and notifies the preference component. The group component receives 

a notification from the Bluetooth module, and a group of users characterized by the work related 
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social relationship is around Angela. The group component updates itself to 

WorkRelatedConferenceAttendeesAround and notifies the preference component. Based on the 

updates from role, task and group components, the preference component updates itself to 

AttendeeHelp which facilitates the lunch with work related attendees in the conference. The most 

relevant information and help provided are establishing new contacts. 

The object diagram, as shown in Figure 20, demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context 

model to describe the impact of work-related social relationships on the preference context. Figure 21 

summarizes the sequence of interaction between work-related group and preferences described in this 

mobile tourism scenario. 

WorkRelatedConference
AttendeesAround : Group

ConferenceEnvironment
 : Physical

ConferenceAttendees 
: User

ConferenceAttendee 
: Role

AttendeeHelp : 
Preference

Angela : User

HavingLunch :
 Task

changes

changes

influences

enables

 

Figure 20 Object diagram describing the impact of work-related social relationships on the 
preference context in the mobile tourism scenario 
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PreferencePhysical GroupTaskRole

update to help attendee
establishing contact

9: 

update to conference environment1: 

physical environment change2: 

update to work related
conference attendees around

7: 

group update8: 

update to having lunch5: 

task update6: 

update to conference attendee3: 

role change4: 

 

Figure 21 Sequence diagram describing interaction between work-related group and 

preferences in the mobile tourism scenario 

People in the social networks and preferences 

The group component has received the notification that Angela sets her device to be in the vacation 

mode. The group component sets the friends on Angela’s social networks as the default group that 

would influence the preference component. While planning the personalized trip for Angela, the 

preference component incorporates the comments made by Angela’s friends in her social networks. 
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Tour partner, tour group members and preferences 

The group component receives an update from the Bluetooth module, and Angela is connected with 

another user, Sharon. The group component updates itself to TourPartnerAround based on the 

social relationship between Angela and Sharon. This change influences the preference component 

which updates the dominant set of preferences to TourTogetherMode to accommodate the new 

partner so they both enjoy the tour. Based on Angela’s preference settings, the preference component 

considers Sharon’s background and preferences to provide tour recommendations. 

The group component monitors the comments updated by tour group members. It receives a 

notification that Mike has made a new comment. It updates to TourGroupMember and notifies the 

preference component. The preference component updates to OfInterestHelp which retrieves 

relevant information to assist users to determine whether the commented art is of the user’s interest. It 

provides directions and preview of the art. 

The object diagram, as shown in Figure 22, demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context 

model to describe the impact of tour partner and tour group members on the preference context. 

Figure 23 summarizes the sequence of interactions between tour partner, tour group members and 

preferences described in this mobile tourism scenario. 

TourPaternerAround : 
Group

OfInterestHelp : 
Preference

TourGroupMember : 
Group

TourTogetherMode
 : Preference

Sharon : User

Angela : User

Mike : User

influencesinfluences

 

Figure 22 Object diagram describing the impact of tour partner and tour group members on 

the preference context in the mobile tourism scenario 
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PreferenceGroup

update to tour
together mode

3: 

update to
of interest help

6: 

update to tour partner around1: 

group update2: 

update to tour group members4: 

group update5: 

 

Figure 23 Sequence diagram describing interactions between tour partner, tour group members 

and preferences in the mobile tourism scenario 

Strangers and preferences 

The group component is notified that all the comments regarding the fresco should be displayed, and 

it updates itself to MuseumVisitors. The preference component receives this update and displays 

comments from all the current and past museum visitors. 

5.4 Mobile Augmented Reality Gaming 
This last case study presents a mobile augmented reality game to be enjoyed by museum visitors. This 

scenario presents how the mobile device helps Angela and her family throughout the game. 
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5.4.1 Scenario 

This mobile augmented reality game is designed to provide museum visitors a taste of ancient life. 

During the game, the mobile device acts as a personal trainer and provides information specific to the 

environment players are experiencing. The game is designed as a treasure hunt with a storyline. The 

storyline of the game connects four main activities of ancient living, namely agriculture, hunting, 

fishing and cooking. The players have to complete the storyline as well as collect the required and 

bonus items. There will be hints that guide users to complete the storyline, and players need to 

complete some tasks to receive the hints. Players can form teams to complete the game as well. At the 

end of the game, the players are scored based on the items collected and the time they finish the 

game. 

Angela and her husband, Sean, along with their child, Nick, decide to participate in the game while 

they are in the museum. Her mobile device connects with the museum network to download 

necessary plug-ins to participant in the game. Her child gets a mobile device designed for children to 

participate in the game. 

Angela and Nick form a team, and their mobile devices add each other to the virtual gaming social 

network. They start the game by going to the initial starting point, and each one of them receives a 

hint on which station they should be going to through their mobile devices. The device also sets 

Angela’s role to a mobile gamer. 

Angela figures out that she should be going to the fishing stage, and her device helps her navigate 

to the location. Angela has arrived at the correct station. Her mobile device sets her role to fisherman 

and sends her a list of tasks she has to complete to receive the hint for next stage. The task list Angela 

receives includes catching fish and selling them to make certain amount of money. The device also 

sends her specific information on how to complete the tasks. 

Angela arrives at the task location. She connects her mobile device to the gaming network, and her 

device loads the fishing game. She starts to play the game on her device, and her device provides her 

with related information such as weather forecast, reef map, and suggested location to fish. Since 

Angela is busy playing the game, her mobile device switches to audio control mode. Angela receives 

audio output, and she can give commands through voice input. 
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Angela successfully avoids all the reefs and arrives at the fishing point. She receives a telescope 

which gives her the ability to scout her surroundings. Her device records this change to her gaming 

profile and will notify her when other players are near. When Angela points the camera on her mobile 

device to another player, the mobile device shows the gaming profile of the other player. 

Angela’s device notifies her that Sean is around. Since Sean is not in Angela’s gaming network, the 

mobile device switches to encounter mode. Angela can choose to attack, defend or avoid. Each action 

would have different effects on the other player’s game. By choosing attack, Angela may be able to 

steal some items from Sean or to interfere with Sean’s fishing activity. By defending herself, Angela 

may be able to defend the attack from Sean and to prevent loses. By avoiding Sean, Angela needs to 

give up her current fishing location and go to somewhere else. Angela decides to defend herself, and 

she did not lose any fish she caught so far. 

On her way to the market, Angela’s device notifies her that Nick who is in her gaming network is 

around, and her device turns to team mode. Angela decides to connect with Nick and share 

information together. 

Angela has finished the goal of the fishing stage, and she receives the hint for the next stage. She 

moves on to the agriculture stage, and her device updates her role to fruit collector. 

5.4.2 Dynamic interactions between contextual elements 

This mobile augmented reality gaming scenario shows the dynamic interactions between contextual 

elements in the virtual gaming environment. As shown in Table 5, this scenario illustrates the 

interactions between tasks, roles, preferences, groups and virtual environments. 

Dynamic interactions between virtual environments, roles and preferences 

The task component receives an update that Angela has joined the mobile game. It updates to 

PlayingMobileGame and sends a notification to the role component. The role component updates 

itself to MobileGamer. 

The virtual environment component receives a notification from the location sensors, and Angela 

has arrived at the foyer of second floor in the museum. In the physical environment, this information 

does not provide new meanings other than that Angela is still inside the museum. However, the 

virtual environment component recognizes this location as the starting point of the fishing stage. It 
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changes to FishingStageVirtualEnvironment and notifies the role component which updates to 

Fisherman. The original MobileGamer role is not replaced but suppressed. This change propagates 

to the preference component which updates the dominant set of preferences to FishermanHelp to 

facilitate the Fisherman role. The information considered as relevant includes the updated task list 

and introductions to the tasks. 

The object diagram shown in Figure 24 demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context model to 

describe the dynamic interactions between virtual environments, roles and preferences. Figure 25 

summarizes the sequence of interactions between virtual environments, roles and preferences 

described in this mobile augmented reality gaming scenario. 

FishingStageVirtualE
nvironment : Virtual

Fisherman : 
Role

FishermanHelp 
: Preference

Angela : User

changes

enables

 

Figure 24 Object diagram describing the dynamic interactions between virtual environments, 

roles and preferences in the mobile augmented reality gaming scenario 
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PreferenceVirtual Role

update to fisherman help5: 

update to fishing stage virtual environment1: 

virtual environment update2: 

update to fisherman3: 

role change4: 

 

Figure 25 Sequence diagram describing dynamic interactions between virtual environments, 

roles and preferences in the mobile augmented reality gaming scenario 

Dynamic interactions between tasks, groups and preferences in virtual environments 

The task component receives an update from the gaming program, and Angela has started the task on 

catching fish. It updates to CatchingFish. This change propagates to the preference component. 

Based on the default preference settings, the preference component updates to FishCatchingHelp and 

sets the audio control mode to be on. It also displays the information on weather condition, reefs, and 

suggested location to fish. 

The group component receives a notification from the Bluetooth module, and another player who is 

not in Angela’s gaming network is around. Even though this other player, Sean, is Angela’s husband 

in real life, the group component still updates itself to EnemyAround because they are in the virtual 

environment. This change propagates to the preference component which updates itself to operate in 

the EncounterMode. 

The group component receives an update from the Bluetooth module, and Angela’s teammate is 

around. It updates to TeammateAround. This change propagates to the preference component which 

updates itself to operate in the TeamMode. Angela and her teammate are connected to share 

information. 
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The object diagram, as shown in Figure 26, demonstrates a partial instantiation of the context 

model to describe the dynamic interactions between tasks, groups and preferences in the virtual 

gaming environment. Figure 27 summarizes the sequence of interactions between tasks, groups and 

preferences in the virtual gaming environment described in this mobile augmented reality gaming 

scenario. 

 

 

TeammateAround
 : Group

FishCatchingHelp 
: Preference

TeamMode : 
Preference

EnemyAround : 
Group

EncounterMode
 : Preference

Sean : User

Angela : User

CatchingFish
 : Task

Nick : User

changes

influences

influences

 

Figure 26 Object diagram describing the dynamic interactions between tasks, groups and 

preferences in the virtual gaming environment in the mobile augmented reality gaming scenario 
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PreferenceGroupTask

update to fish
catching help

3: 

update to
encounter mode

6: 

update to
team mode

9: 

update to 
enemy around

4: 

group change5: 

update to 
teammate around

7: 

group change8: 

update to catching fish1: 

task change2: 

 

Figure 27 Sequence diagram describing dynamic interactions between tasks, groups and 

preferences in the virtual gaming environment in the mobile augmented reality gaming scenario 

5.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented four case studies which illustrated the usefulness and applicability of the 

model. Each case study instantiated part of the context model to its specific application domain, and 

the results were shown through object and sequence diagrams. The first case study on mobile e-

healthcare illustrated role adaptations triggered by tasks and environments. The changes propagated 

to the preference component which updated itself to facilitate the new role. The second case study on 

mobile commerce illustrated the preference adaptations triggered by roles, tasks, and groups. The 

third case study on mobile tourism focused on the impact of social relationships and groups on user 

preferences. The group of users that are relevant to the situation may be ones that are currently around 

such as other tourists or ones that are away but are in the user’s social networks. The fourth case 
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study on mobile augmented reality gaming illustrated the dynamic interactions among contextual 

elements in the virtual gaming environment. These case studies together illustrated all of the dynamic 

interactions captured by the context model and also showcased the potential new types of mobile 

context-aware applications that can be enabled by the context model proposed. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion 
This thesis has presented the following contributions: 

 A survey of existing context-aware systems; 

 A design of a dynamic user-centric context model; and 

 Four case studies in the mobile application domain. 

A survey of existing context-aware systems was conducted based on the fundamental elements in 

context models and the functionality provided by context-aware systems. The survey contributes in a 

fundamental element and a functionality classification frameworks. The context-aware system survey 

presents the state-of-the-art in context aware systems, and the results of the survey identify gaps in the 

existing works in context-aware systems. There is a need for design abstractions that describe 

dynamic interactions between user context elements as well as virtual environments. 

Further, this thesis has proposed a dynamic user-centric context model which is applied to the 

mobile application domain. The context model considers the dynamic interactions between contextual 

elements, and thus encapsulates dynamic behaviours of context-aware systems. It models essential 

user context abstractions such as roles, preferences, and social relationships as well as the possibility 

of dynamic interactions involving virtual environments. The proposed design can be used to develop 

mobile context-aware systems that are highly dynamic and user-centric.  

Finally, this thesis has presented four case studies in the domain of mobile e-healthcare, mobile 

commerce, mobile tourism, and mobile augmented reality gaming. These case studies illustrate the 

dynamic interactions between contextual elements as described in the context model. They show the 
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applicability and usage of the model as well as the potential context-aware mobile applications that 

can be instantiated from the context model. 

6.2 Future Work 
In the future, first, we would like to extend 5W1H (who, what, where, when, how, and why) [40] and 

the survey of context-aware systems to refine this work further. We may create a mapping from our 

proposed fundamental classification framework to the classification proposed by 5W1H. We may also 

extend 5W1H to support dynamic interactions involving user roles and investigate further the 

functionality that can be included by modelling dynamic user-centric contexts. 

Second, we would like to incorporate different perspectives of context-aware systems by clustering 

the contextual elements in our context model in a more general way. We would like to start with an 

event view of the model. Event-based interactions provide loose coupling between contextual 

elements and can easily support dynamic interactions between contextual elements. The event view 

makes the events and communications within the model explicit and it can include contextual 

elements such as calendar, time, and tasks. To extend further the model, we may include a service 

view which deals with applications and services as well as a system view which deals with 

environments, devices, and networks. Our context model and case studies are currently modelled 

through Unified Modeling Language, and we may deploy the interaction-based modelling techniques 

to represent the interactions between user context elements [65]. 

Third, we would like to extend our work to protect user privacy and ensure the security of user data 

as well as consider the quality of context data. Another future research direction is to explore the 

potential of applying our context model to learn and predict user behaviours. 

Fourth, we may deploy context evaluation metrics. For example, we may evaluate our context 

model based on criteria such as the extensibility and scalability of the model. The essential properties 

of the context model could be verified through a model verification process to ensure that the model 

would function as expected. By evaluating the context model and verifying its essential properties, we 

can illustrate further the applicability and usefulness of our model. 

Finally, we would also like to extend the case studies to study the contextual elements in our 

context model by applying the model to different domains. A prototype tool could support the 

representation and execution of the model.  Based on the prototype, we could conduct user studies to 
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understand user needs and enable potential new functions. Distributed event-based systems provide a 

way to integrate the existing context-aware systems into highly dynamic environments, and we may 

implement the prototype in terms of these event-based systems. 
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